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Thank you for your purchase and enjoy your Boyd lighting fixture.

IMPORTANT | CAUTIONLamping Specifications

Incandescent: Candelabra base,
One, A-15, 60w max each
(Ceiling fan lamp)

B O Y D

B O Y DInstallation Instructions
C-10152, LONDON SINGLE SCONCE

Revised06/19/06

Read all instructions thoroughly, and 
turn off power at circuit breaker or fuse 
box before proceeding.

Step 1  Remove fixture and all components from 
packaging. Avoid using a sharp blade as doing so 
may result in damage to the finish on the fixture 
and/or linen shade.

Step 2  Secure mounting bracket to outlet 
box using screws provided in mounting kit.                
(See Figure 1)

Step 3  After turning off  power at the circuit 
breaker/fuse box, make wire connections using 
twist-on connectors provided in mounting kit: 
Connect the black fixture wire to the hot supply 
wire; typically black. Connect the white fixture 
wire to the neutral supply wire; typically white. 
Connect the fixture ground wire to the ground 
supply wire; typically copper or green.

Step 4  Push all wire connections inside the 
outlet box, then secure fixture to mounting 
bracket using the allen wrench provided in the 
mounting kit. Be sure that the fixture is flush 
against the wall while tightening the set screws.                
(See Figure 2)

Step 5  Attach the acrylic diffuser, frosted side 
down, to the bottom of  fixture arm using the 
bottom finial. (See Figure 3)

Step 6  Install the shade harp. (See Figure 4)

Step 7  Install appropriate lamp, taking care not 
to exceed the recommended wattage on relamp 
label. 

Step 8  Install the perforated diffuser onto the 
shade harp (See Figure 5), then carefully lower 
the shade into place, and secure with the top 
finial.
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